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Post-Pandemic Future? 
A Zurvan Integral Approach



Coronavirus Disease (COVID-19) Pandemic

The topic of the session



Let’s build transformation narratives for the longer term Alternative
Planetary Futures based on systemic analysis of change related to
adopting new values and questioning old assumptions.

The output of the session



An integral framework recognizes the complexity of systems, 
contexts, and interconnected webs of awareness and 
activity." — Richard Slaughter

Integral Futures Studies



Zurvan is a holistic/integral framework for 
Strategic Foresight, based on the science of 
complex systems and called after Zurvan, 
transcendental, neutral and entire deity of 
infinite time and space. This framework 
consists of seven steps to find a range of 
transformation narratives. 
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Zurvan is a holistic/integral framework for Strategic 
Foresight, based on the science of complex 
systems and called after Zurvan, transcendental, 
neutral and entire deity of infinite time and space. 
This framework consists of seven steps to find a 
range of transformation narratives. 
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The 2019–20 coronavirus pandemic is an
ongoing pandemic of coronavirus disease
2019 (COVID-19), caused by severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-
CoV-2).[5] The outbreak was first identified
in Wuhan, Hubei, China, in December 2019,
and was recognised as a pandemic by
the World Health Organization (WHO) on 11
March 2020

Source: Wikipedia

Domain/Scope Definition 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Pandemic
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Coronavirus_disease_2019
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Severe_acute_respiratory_syndrome_coronavirus_2
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/2019%E2%80%9320_coronavirus_pandemic#cite_note-zU2Bk-6
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wuhan
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Hubei
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Health_Organization


Full Unemployment due to AI and Automation

Zero Growth Economy for Saving the Environment

These were largely thought experiments yet now
happened on very large scales in real life after the
coronavirus pandemic

Futurists were talking about Zero Human Activity 



Knee Jerk reaction, natural, immediate
e.g. Don’t shake hands, wash your hands, social distancing, disinfect surfaces, wear 
masks.

Optimization, strategic planning, colonizing the future, projecting past into the present, 
rescue the current working system
e.g. More priority for health care system, more budget, staff, isolation of cities, 
quarantine, lockdown, flatten the contagion curve, pass fiscal stimulus bills and bailouts, 
etc

Improvization, embrace the novelty, live with uncertainty
e.g. enjoy remote working lifestyle, enjoy the zero growth rate, enjoy the moneyless 
society, ban eating exotic animals, enjoy the clean and green planet, let the drones do the 
shopping, end of universities, rise of YouTube university, no job is not no meaning of life, 

Three Approaches



Life vs Death,
Anxious vs. Calm
Fearfulness vs. Fearlessnes
Busy vs Free,
Rich vs Poor,
Open border vs. Closed border
Work vs Play,
Somebody vs Nobody,
Visible vs Invisible 
Indoor vs Outdoor 
Public vs Private
Slave vs Master
Old vs Young
Order vs Chaos
Science vs Religion 
Profit vs Non-Profit, etc.

Opposite Twins



Apollo and Dionysus in the Western Civilization
Abraham Lincoln in the USA history
Sword of Damocles over everyone and everywhere
My self-mission, e.g. fighting lie, defines my identity
Odd-Man Hypothesis 

Local Local Hero-
Heroine/AntiHero-AntiHeroine



Social (Power of Institutions) —
Rise of Philanthropy, Many Failed States, Fail of Governance, Decline of 
Globalization, Decline of Gerontocracy , Extended Families Re-Emergence to 
Support the More Vulnerable Members, Hold China state-nation accountable, 
World organizations such as WHO should rule over nation-states and their chain 
of commands in planet-wide life-death matters, etc

Psychological (Pleasure for Personality) —
Mental Health, Identity Crisis, Leisure and Playfulness, Egocentric Mindset, 
Altruism, etc.

Biological (Survival of Bodies) —
Essential goods and services are free, better access to health equipment and life 
saving devices, invest in vaccine developments, invest in pure and basic biology 
research

Cultural (Meaning of Ma’nesh) —
Activism by Choosing a Valuable Cause, Teach the Uneducated, Unseat the 
Corrupt Political Establishment, Volunteerism, etc

Domains, Goals, & Units of SPBC

Individual 

Cultural 

Biological 

Psychological 

Social 



• We can make continuous improvements in the current systems of universities, 
economies, and governments for the new fundamentally changed world

• Value of people in society depends on their job titles, bank accounts, and 
expertise/discipline

• Money role in providing and obtaining essential goods and services is eternal,

• Human playfulness, absolute free time, lifelong entertainment are 
problematic for society.

• Communities should form around the aim of making money for consumption.

• Super rich are not willing to contribute for solving social challenges.

• Commercial innovation should have priority for resource allocation

Illusory Beliefs



• Build communities around the new principles or purposes of Lifelong 
Learning, Lifelong Entertainment, Lifelong Creativity

• Prepare for massive mental-identity and/or family crisis by training 
professional counselors

• Nationalize or subsidize food, essential nutrients, health, and shelter
• Use smart machines and citizens data/score to optimize limited shared access 

to goods, infrastructure, and services
• Shift human and financial resources to non-profit organizations
• Spend more time with your children and invest your energy in them
• Housing projects designed and constructed specifically for extended families 

to live together in one place.

Wise Strategies



Zero economic activity is the new modern realization of Lincoln spirit which emancipated workers 
(slaves) from employers (masters). This will result in a (civil) war between advocates of the old 
world order and the new world supporters

Assuming Apollo to be hero one could make the narrative that after a brief period of disorder and 
chaos of Dionysus due to the pandemic, humanity will find a new order in place of the familiar and 
old order. 

This killer alien among us on the planet will unite humanity. Also people will take power away or 
decision making absolute authority from failed national/regional governments 

Transformation Narratives




